Powerful tools and expert technical support at no charge.
Springer now offers the OCS online manuscript submission and review system. All conferences whose
proceedings are published in the Springer Proceedings in Mathematics and Statistics (PROMS) series may now
use OCS - with technical support - free of charge.
Organizing and supervising an evaluation committee can be a time-consuming and often frustrating chore, with
potential bottlenecks all along the way.
Springer's web-based OCS manages committee organization and workflow in a smooth and logical fashion,
backed by high-capacity servers built to handle hundreds of simultaneous operations reliably and securely.
OCS dramatically simplifies the chore of organizing review committees, and facilitates the movement of
manuscripts through submission, reading, discussion, acceptance, revision and publication. Every increment of
the process, from submission of papers to preparation of proceedings, is handled through the same intuitive
interface.



Easy online submission - authors register, submit and correspond online



Permits submission of abstract or full paper



Customizable look and feel - set colors and display logos for branding conferences and sponsors



High-capacity servers - ensure the security and reliability of the process



Configurable reports - reviewer reports can include a variety of elements



Context-sensitive online help - displays the appropriate topics at each stage



Free technical support - saves time, minimizes frustration
For program committee chairs, OCS offers a simple interface for committee organization and management, plus
effective tools for delegating papers, and supervising discussion, comments and revision. As papers move toward
publication, OCS helps the chair with stage-by-stage management of workflow and deadlines.



Assigns and manages reader rights



Identifies reader conflicts, and bids based on expertise and preference



Permits blind and double-blind review modes



Improves communication with automatic email notices, and discussion forums



One-step delegation balances reviewer workload, while incorporating bids and conflicts



Manages scheduling and deadlines
Springer recommends the use of OCS for PROMS conferences.
OCS comes through where other decision-support systems leave off, offering both feature-based online help and
free individual technical support.

For more information, or to set up a demo OCS session, please contact
ocs_support@springer.com.
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